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Gnomes of the Night
2016-11-11

this book is the most complete account in existence of a strange group of animals the
spadefoot toads this small group of species which because of their secretive and burrowing
habits the author calls gnomes of the night have unusually numerous interesting facts in their
life history the purpose of the book is twofold to give a factual picture of the lives of the
spadefoots drawing upon the technical literature as well as the author s wide experience with
certain species and to illustrate how a naturalist works the mistakes he sometimes makes his
correction of them with time and further experience and the necessity for him to accept and
examine critically the comments on his work by others gnomes of the night should appeal to all
zoologists especially those whose interests are in the lives of animals in their natural
habitat rather than in the laboratory illustrated with maps and photographs it is a scholarly
and fascinating account of little known but prevalent animals

Population Ecology of the Spadefoot Toad, Scaphiopus H.
Holbrooki ...
1954

an inspiring story of intergenerational friendship activism and how our actions can
drastically impact our environment when his father takes a new job in massachusetts ben
moroney must leave behind his best friend tony a western banded gecko named lenny and worst of
all the arizona desert home he has loved and explored ben s adjustment to his new environment
is not going well until he unexpectedly finds a kindred spirit in his eccentric fifth grade
science teacher mrs tibbets she introduces him to the rare and elusive eastern spadefoot toads
that make their home on her rural property when ben discovers that mrs tibbets s land may be
sold to developers he knows he has to do something as ben s obsession with saving the
spadefoot toads habitat grows his schoolwork and his relationships with his family and new
friends suffer but just when it seems things can t get any worse ben finds a way to meet his
responsibilities to the people around him and demonstrates the importance of even the smallest
efforts to save the earth s rapidly disappearing habitats

Night of the Spadefoot Toads
2013-07-16

the premiere reference book on the 108 species of frogs inhabiting north america north of
mexico an unparalleled synthesis of the biology and behavior of all native and nonindigenous
species this two volume extensively referenced resource has been called the most important
book ever published on north american anura color photographs and range maps accompany species
accounts detailing information on etymology nomenclature identification distribution fossil
record systematics and geographic variation life history and ecology behavior population and
community biology and conservation this new edition of the text contains the following updates
literature citations have been added from 2012 to 2021 now spanning from 1709 to 2021
distribution maps have been updated recording the decreased ranges due to declining amphibian
populations photographs have been revised to ensure the highest digital quality anaxyrus
williamsi and lithobates kauffeldi newly described species have been included an account is
also included for gastrophryne mazatlanensis now recognized as occurring within the united
states generic keys have been added a brief section on n a frogs in history and art have been
added nomenclature has been updated incilius for ollotis now the only up to date and
comprehensive resource for those trying to protect amphibians in the us and canada as well as
for researchers and wildlife managers who study biodiversity

The Distribution and Behavior of the Spadefoot Toad in
Connecticut
1937

a richly illustrated guide to the world s frogs that includes species from every family with



more than 7 600 known species frogs exhibit an extraordinary range of forms and behaviors from
those that produce toxins so deadly that they could kill a human many times over to those that
can survive being frozen in ice frogs of the world is an essential guide to this astonishingly
diverse group of animals an in depth introduction covers everything from the origins and
evolution of frogs to their life cycles and defense strategies beautiful illustrations
accompany profiles of species from each family shedding invaluable light on the enormous range
of appearance habitats and behavior of these marvelous creatures features hundreds of stunning
color photographs covers taxonomy anatomy locomotion reproduction diet and more discusses the
conservation of the world s frogs an invaluable resource for herpetologists naturalists and
anyone interested in amphibians

The Spadefoot Toad Site
1993

a comprehensive authoritative and fun to read identification guide enumerates the
distinguishing characteristics of frogs and toads found throughout the southeastern united
states and discusses their morphology the main groups to be found in the southeast their
habitats and distribution life cycles behavior and conservation

Developmental Polymorphism in the Tadpoles of the Spadefoot
Toad Scaphiopus Multiplicatus
1981

invites readers to explore the smallest and most unique southwestern desert the beautiful
mojave provided by publisher

The Role of Antidiuretic Hormones in the Water Economy of the
Spadefoot Toad, Scaphiopus Couchi
1974

whether you spell it as okefinokee like wright 1931 or okefenokee like the new georgia guide
1996 the big swamp nestled in the southeastern corner of georgia and northern edge of florida
with its distinctive flora fauna and natural history is the largest swamp in north america
from the foreword the okefenokee swamp named a national wildlife refuge by president franklin
delano roosevelt in 1937 is the country s largest intact wetland its continued protection is
essential to native amphibian populations albert hazen wright s survey of the life histories
of the frogs found in the okefenokee at the beginning of the twentieth century is a classic of
natural history long out of print wright s acknowledgments to residents provide a fascinating
portrait of the human context of his research wright goes on to outline the status of
explorations of the region and offers an extensive general discussion of the okefenokee and
its frogs including habitats range coloration measurements vocalization mating structural
differences ovulation life periods tadpoles growth rates food and predators the book s species
accounts give clear and extensive details about the species found in georgia still applicable
today to frogs throughout the east coast of the united states a new foreword by j whitfield
gibbons highlights appreciation for wright s work in the context of amphibian studies today
and puts into perspective the value of the okefenokee swamp as a nature preserve and as a
refuge for native amphibian fauna now in serious decline it updates common and scientific
names and notes the current status of all taxa gibbons provides a history of the cornell
expeditions and mentions the importance and later influence of some of the students who took
part

Frogs of the United States and Canada
2023-06-20

have you ever wondered what left behind those prints and tracks on the seashore or what made
those marks or dug those holes in the dunes life traces of the georgia coast is an up close
look at these traces of life and the animals and plants that made them it tells about how the



tracemakers lived and how they interacted with their environments this is a book about
ichnology the study of such traces and a wonderful way to learn about the behavior of
organisms living and long extinct life traces presents an overview of the traces left by
modern animals and plants in this biologically rich region shows how life traces relate to the
environments natural history and behaviors of their tracemakers and applies that knowledge
toward a better understanding of the fossilized traces that ancient life left in the geologic
record augmented by illustrations of traces made by both ancient and modern organisms the book
shows how ancient trace fossils directly relate to modern traces and tracemakers among them
insects grasses crabs shorebirds alligators and sea turtles the result is an aesthetically
appealing and scientifically grounded book that will serve as source both for scientists and
for anyone interested in the natural history of the georgia coast

Frogs of the World
2024-04-09

comprises articles on geology paleontology mammalogy ornithology entomology and anthropology

Analysis of a Hybrid Zone Between the Spadefoot Toads
Scaphiopus Multiplicatus and Scaphiopus Bombifrons
1985

consisting of more than six thousand species amphibians are more diverse than mammals and are
found on every continent save antarctica despite the abundance and diversity of these animals
many aspects of the biology of amphibians remain unstudied or misunderstood the ecology and
behavior of amphibians aims to fill this gap in the literature on this remarkable taxon it is
a celebration of the diversity of amphibian life and the ecological and behavioral adaptations
that have made it a successful component of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems synthesizing
seventy years of research on amphibian biology kentwood d wells addresses all major areas of
inquiry including phylogeny classification and morphology aspects of physiological ecology
such as water and temperature relations respiration metabolism and energetics movements and
orientation communication and social behavior reproduction and parental care ecology and
behavior of amphibian larvae and ecological aspects of metamorphosis ecological impact of
predation on amphibian populations and antipredator defenses and aspects of amphibian
community ecology with an eye towards modern concerns the ecology and behavior of amphibians
concludes with a chapter devoted to amphibian conservation an unprecedented scholarly
contribution to amphibian biology this book is eagerly anticipated among specialists

The Geographic and Taxonomic Relationships of the Great Basin
Spadefoot Toad, Scaphiopus Intermontanus, to Other Members of
the Subgenus Spea
1970

list of members in v 2

Frogs and Toads of the Southeast
2008

describes the physical traits life cycles habits behavior and habitats of frogs and toads

A Natural History of the Mojave Desert
2018-03-27

celebrates the natural world in a study of the complex interrelationships that exist among
wildlife in four ecosystems the brazilian pantanal arizona s sonoran desert the costa rican
rainforest and the east african savannah



Approval and Implementation of the San Joaquin County Multi-
species Habitat Conservation and Open Space Plan
2000

list of members in each volume

Living Resources of the Delaware Estuary
1995

this compilation catalogues the writings on the diverse vertebrate species within colorado s
boundaries beginning with the escalante expedition which skirted the western slope a century
before colorado s statehood because of its geographical location between east and west north
and southwest its altitudinal range of more than 11 000 feet and its consequent variety of
ecosystems from desert shrub to alpine tundra colorado ranks high among the fifty states for
its variety of vertebrates with such an abundance of these vertebrates biologists and
observant laypersons have had much to write about this comprehensive bibliography is divided
into major sections general natural history fishes amphibians reptiles birds and mammals each
taxonomic group has a general section followed by listings at taxon levels down to
alphabetically arranged species the bibliography is especially complete with respect to
periodical literature through 1995 colorado vertebrate zoology cites resources for studying
both well researched vertebrates and those needing more study

Life-histories of the Frogs of Okefinokee Swamp, Georgia
2002

Life Traces of the Georgia Coast
2013

Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History
1886

Review of the Effects of Aircraft Overflights on Wildlife
1994

Annual Report of the Commissioner of Fisheries
1921

Report of the United States Commissioner of Fisheries
1921

Report on the Conditions of the Sea Fisheries of the South
Coast of New England
1919



Report of the United States Commissioner of Fisheries for the
Fiscal Year ... with Appendixes
1921

Annual Report of the Commissioner of Fisheries to the
Secretary of Commerce for the Fiscal Year Ended ...
1921

Amphibians and Reptiles of the Navajo Country
1937

The Ecology and Behavior of Amphibians
2010-02-15

The Spadefoot Toad Site: Investigations at 29SJ 629 in
Marcia's Rincon and the Fajada Gap Pueblo II Community, Chaco
Canyon, New Mexico
1993

Evolution and Endocrinology of Accelerated Metamorphosis in
Spadefoot Toads (Anura:Pelobatidae)
1999

Description of a Rare Squirrel, New to the Territory of
Arizona
1886

Status of the Plains Spadefoot (Spea Bombifrons) in Alberta
1999

Proceedings of the West Virginia Academy of Science
1962

Terrestrial Ecology of Spadefoot Toads (Scaphiopus)
1975



Quarterly Journal of the Florida Academy of Sciences
1959

The World of the Frog and the Toad
1967

Living on the Edge
2004-10-27

Proceedings of the San Diego Society of Natural History
1990

Ecosystem Restoration Program Plan: Ecological attributes of
the San Francisco Bay-Delta Watershed
2000

Proceedings of the Society for Experimental Biology and
Medicine
1940

Annotated Bibliography of Colorado Vertebrate Zoology,
1776-1995
2000

Revision of the Mexican Pyrgomorphidae (Orthoptera:
Acridoidea)
1990
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